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Discover What You Need to Know About DMT!Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle

device!You're about to discover the crucial information regarding Dimethyltryptamine. It can be

overwhelming if you are trying to find honest, factual information because of all the random opinions

out there on the internet. You also have to be careful about the misinformation that is coming from

online sources, especially those with financial incentives. This book serves to be an unbiased guide

so that you can understand all of the important information before you invest money or time into

trying "DMT".This book goes into the origins and history of DMT, how Dimethyltryptamine works, the

similarities and differences when compared to other similar "drugs", the positive and negative

effects of consuming DMT, as well as the legality and dangers involved. By investing in this book,

you can get a grasp of the topic so that you can make a solid decision about what you put into your

body, or even help other people in your life.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...What Is

Dimethyltryptamine?The History And Science Behind DMTThe Negative And Positive Effects of

DMTLegality, Costs, And Other Critical Information!Take action right away to invest in your own

future by downloading this book, "DMT: The Truth About Dimethyltryptamine: The Ultimate

Beginner's Guide To A Revolutionary Compound And Its Full Effects", for a limited time

discount!Download today!
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Very interesting and informative, and a good read. I wanted more. Being of the "hippie" generation, I

experimented with many psychoactive plants during the 60's. I am an old man now, but I remember

the 500 or more trips I experienced during that time. Each one was a paradise of vision and thought.

Don't waste your money on this book, it's full of drug war propaganda and false options.

Interesting that the only good reviews are by people who are admittedly uneducated about DMT. As

someone who's well educated in the fields and topics of ethnobotanicals, entheogens, psychedelics,

pharmacology, mental health, and more, I give it one star.I got this pamphlet on Kindle, and I must

say that there's some good information in this book, although there's a TON of conjecture,

pseudoscience, and frankly insulting hogwash. If you'd like to learn more about DMT please seek

out books like 'DMT: The Spirit Molecule' by Dr. Rick Strassman, or books by the brothers McKenna

(Terence and Dennis.)For one example of why this book is 'so' bad in my opinion, I will quote a few

sentences that put the scope of how much research the author did before writing this..."Users who

have indiscriminately used DMT have been known to cause harm to others and to themselves. In

such cases, there is a likelihood of suicide."This angers me to an almost irrational extent. Not only

have DMT users NOT been "known" to do these things, but it's purely incorrect and fabricated

information. The simple fact that "indiscriminate" dosing of DMT would, and will, leave the user

incapable of perceiving that they're even still part of this world, but they'd likely be fully physically

incapacitated, slumped over and incapable using any of their skeletal muscles to do this supposed

"harm" to themselves or others. Suicide would be impossible and out of the question with a

sufficient dose, not to mention these so called "indiscriminate" dosages.Not only is this bad

information, but it's fear-mongering. This exact "harm and suicide" line of propaganda is what was

used to discredit and destroy the reputation of LSD so many years ago--lies it still hasn't recovered

from despite its uses for psychotherapy and much more. Psychedelics can be both medicinal

substances and spiritual sacraments, and the way the author has neglected to do any real research

and instead decided to take the old fear tactic approach in parts of his pamphlet, simply changing



the subject of the myth from LSD to DMT, is offensive and unscientific, and I think that one line is

enough to inform anyone about how seriously this author should be taken.This was free for me to

read, and I still feel like it was a waste. I'm so tired of these vapid cash-grab "books," lacking the

scientific truth surrounding the issues they claim to address.I feel so bad for the poor teenagers

who's parents are punishing them based on the incorrect and inflammatory false information they're

reading in these gross little cookie-cutter publications... UGH.

This is a well-written guide that explains everything that you need to know about DMT. I like how to

author did his best to explain it in laymanÃ¢Â€Â™s term which can be easily understand by people

without the fancy medical terminologies. All the information is backed up with intensive research

from the author, along with the calculated analysis of DMTÃ¢Â€Â™s topnotch researcher, Dr. Rick

Strassman.What makes this different from any other book is it clearly explains both the positive and

negative effects in using DMT. It also shows how it differs from other hallucinogenic substances. I

would highly recommend this to anyone who wants to know about this controversial hallucinogen.

This book was such an interesting read! I picked this book up just looking to educate myself a little

better about the subject and learned so much. I would highly recommend this book to anyone who

is interested in learning more or just looking to expand their mind!

With Ayahuasca becoming more and more popular and the general public becoming more and

more curious about it, this short book provides important and insightful information anyone

considering experimenting with DMT should take the time to read. Good food for thought.

amateurish book by neophite.
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